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[Arabah el Madfuna]
Nov 9th 1934.

Dear Mother. 

          Received your second letter in camp 
to-day. I am sorry to hear the work progresses so 
slowly. fancy having to wait so long for tiles. 
I forgot to tell you that when I was in Cairo 
I discovered a fascinating Chinese shop where 
I bought some very heavy shantung silk (the 
weight made for menssic suits) to make myself 
a plain skirt, I was served by a very polite young 
chinamansic who spoke excellent English. 
I also bought some lace. the silk was 18PT 
a meter that is 3/9d. I enclose a little piece 
for you to see. 

          All our boxes have arrived & we 
had a great time unpacking on Wednesday. 
The sewing machine is all ready in use. 
in fact it is rattling away at this moment. 
as Truda Clarksic {Clarke} is sewing two tablecloths 
to-gether to make a nice large one. 

          Sardic is delighted with the grind-stone 
& remarked on the beautiful green paint. 
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          To-day was the first day we have all been able 
to get to work in the temple, I had started 
before but the others had to wait until the 
boxes were unpacked as they had no materielssic. 
Amice of course has not been able to start 
anything, as she has been too occupied superintend- 

-ing. 

          Hakim looks very smart in his new 
collar, he is in the long legged lean stage now 
& not nearly as attractive as he was when we 
left. Wip-wat the second is going to be as fine 
a dog as his father & is very intelligent, his 
mother has five new puppies this time, we 
have not yet seen them. 

          Hope the work will progress more 
quickly, it must be very trying now the cold 
weather has set it. it is still very warm here. 
I hope Kelly’s thumb goes on satisfacter/<r>allysic

it is funny Pat should have had to assist 
two disabled thumbs is’ntsic it. 

          Love to you both & to Pat 
          Your affectionate 
          daughter 
          Myrtle. 


